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Huon Logistics’ specialised transport capability is focused on the  development of transport 
and freight logistics services in PNG. It offers a combination of local knowledge and service 
backed up by the company owned and operated workshop assets to be a truly integrated lo-
gistics service. 
Huon Logistics aims to operate on a self sufficient basis in offering its services to establish its 
depot operating 24/7 . Huon Logistics  has installed a GPS vehicle tracking system that sends  
a signal every 2 minutes from each vehicle to our control centre in Lae, which supports the 
drivers and provides security to our customers freight. This provides security and becomes the 
backbone to our operations team giving vital information for delivery times. 
 
The company’s objective is to maintain its leadership in the transport industry as a top-tier 
transport-logistics company. This should be achieved by quality and timely service rendered 
to the customer’s satisfaction. 
Huon Logistics has a strong working connection with  customs brokerage  firms  for an end-to
-end freight and ships agency services to customers moving goods , equipment and people in 
and out of Papua New Guinea. 

Head Office 
Lot 23, Sec 353, 
Malahang Industrial Estate 
PO Box 4602 
Lae 411, Morobe Province 
 
Phone: 472 7172/472 7011 
Facsimile: 472 7041 
Email: hrd@huonlogistics.com.pg 
 
www.huonlogistics.com 

Workshop 
Email: hllvworkshop@gmail.com 
 warehouse@huonlogistics.com.pg 
 
Operations/Transport/Logistics/Hire 
Email: shipping@huonlogistics.com.pg 
 transport@huonlogistics.com.pg 
 logistics@huonlogistics.com.pg 
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THE COMPANY 
 

Huon Logistics is a cartage and logistics 
company based in Lae, Morobe Prov-

ince. Since its inception in 2009, Huon 
Logistics has enhanced its services to 

cater for the multiple aspects of Papua 
New Guinea’s diverse transportation 

requirements. 
 

This is the key to our success. 

Huon Logistics employs over 100 professionally 
trained and specialise personnel, who collec-
tively have over 100 years of experience in Logis-
tics and transportation in Papua New Guinea. 
In order to ensure customers are offered the 
best in Logistics & Transportation services , Hu-
on Logistics maintains a rigorous control of it s 
multipurpose fleet, operational procedures and 
channels of communication , thus ensuring that 
it offers highly flexible, yet efficient logistics so-
lutions that are unique to every customers re-
quirement. 

OUR VISION 
 

Our vision is to be the leading provider 
of sustainable cartage and transporta-
tion solutions in Papua New Guinea.  

And to be number one business partner 
of choice for all our new and existing 

customers. 

AND VALUES 
 To operate a safe and secure working envi-

ronment for our employees and  custom-
ers. 

 Establish business partnerships that are 
long lasting and based on a commitment 
to constantly exceed expectations. 

 Maintain continuity in all aspects of our 
business by respecting our people, their 
culture and their place. 

OUR MISSION 
 

Huon Logistics aim to provide Innova-
tive and complete Logistics and Trans-
portation solutions unique to every cli-
ents service requirement. 

 To be an efficient and cost effective service 
provider. 

 To endeavour to constantly tailor service 
to suit our customers’ needs. 

 To provide logistics solutions that are 
unique and purpose built. 

 To maintain transparency and visibility in 
all aspect of our business operations. 

OUR KEY PROJECTS 

HIDES GAS PROJECTS > 
 

MOROBE MINING > 
 

FRIEDA RIVER PROJECT > 
 

NESTLE PNG > 
 

TRUKAI INDUSTRIES  >   

 Procurement & Machinery Hire ser-
vices 

 
 Supply Hire & Mechanical services 
 
 Logistics & Transportation services 
 
 Logistics & Transportation services 
 
 Forklift Fleet Management services 
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Our  transport services provides an easy one 
stop solution for all transportation and logistics 
requirements. We maintain a quality fleet of 
light container trucks, prime movers, forklifts 
and maintenance vehicle backup.  
 
Capabilities:  
 
Forklift Hire (Max 50 ton / Min 2.5 ton) 
Side lifters 40/20  
Prime mover with 40” Twist lock Trailers  
Prime mover Taut Liner shuttle Run Service  
Barge, Ship loading & consolidation  
Low loader 50 ton  
Low loader 14 metres  

TRANSPORT 

In order to maintain an effective supply chain 
solution for our clients, Huon Logistics owns 
and operate a warehousing facility. The facility 
includes 1000m² under roof and  8000m² hard 
stand. 
Alternative option for warehousing are available 
upon request 
 
 Capabilities: 
 
Lot/date load tracking 
Parcel management 
Pick & Pack 
Quality Inspection 
Salvaging disposal reporting 
Tracking O/S to all parts of PNG through pick 
up to warehousing to final destination 
 

WAREHOUSING & DISTRIBUTION 

OUR SERVICES: 
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MECHANICAL SERVICES 

Huon Logistics owns and operates an extensive 
mechanical workshop facility with the capacity 
to cater for technical  requirements for light ve-
hicles and trucks. 
 

1. Wheel Aligner Facilities 
2. Brake Testing Facilities 

3. Inspection Hoists 
 
Monthly maintenance services and major works 
are also available upon request. 

EQUIPMENT HIRE 

We offer a vast range of Equipment for Dry and 
Wet Hire. 
 
Hire Fleet: 
Scissor Lifts 
Rollers 
Dozers 
Ablution Pump out Trucks 
Drill Sump Pump out Trucks 
Prime Movers/ Low Loaders 
Body Trucks 3—15 ton 
Forklifts 2.5—50 ton 
Dump Trucks 10m³ 
Articulated Dump Trucks 
Welding Trucks 
Service Vehicles 
De Watering pumps and equipment 
Franna Crane 15 ton—25 ton 
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Huon Logistics has an extensive capability to 
provide forklift fleet management. We offer a 
vast range of specialized equipment to suit our 
clients needs and offer a full mechanical support 
team to reduce operating down times. 
 
 We have 80 forklifts. 
Ranging from 2.5 ton—50 ton capacity. 
 

FORKLIFT DIVISION 
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RECOVERY MACHINERY 

Huon Logistics has a two 8 tonne tilt tray trucks and a heavy duty tow truck  for all types of 
salvage and vehicle recovery.  
 
We have a 24hour service and can also supply a panel beating and painting solution. 


